PROSSER COMMUNITY

YOUTH SERVICE PROVIDERS

21ST CENTURY LEARNING CENTERS
PROSSER FALLS/PROSSER HIGH SCHOOLS
JANE GARCIN JANE.GARCIN@PROSSERSCHOOLS.ORG
HOUSEL MIDDLE SCHOOL
COLLEEN SMITH 509-786-1732

BOYS & GIRLS CLUB 509-786-2600
AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAMS (GRADES 1-5)
RON MCHENRY RON@KIDEXPERT.ORG
MORNING CREW PROGRAM (GRADES K-5)
DANIELLE MORROW DANIELLE.MORROW@KIDEXPERT.ORG
MICHAEL PHELPS SWIM PROGRAM (PATHFINDER SWIM TEAM & LESSONS)
LANDER GROW LANDER.GROW@KIDEXPERT.ORG
ATHLETIC SKILLS CAMPS (GRADES 1-8)
CHRIS CISNEROS CHRIS.CISNEROS@KIDEXPERT.ORG
CLUB MENTOR
LANDER GROW LANDER.GROW@KIDEXPERT.ORG

PROSSER PUBLIC LIBRARY KOLEEN SCHLENKER, 509-786-2533
PHS LEADERSHIP PROGRAM ANGELA SKEEN, ANGELA.SKEEN@PROSSERSCHOOLS.ORG
PHS LIBRARY ACADEMY JOHN COLGREN, 509-786-1224 X2128
PSD MIGRANT PROGRAM JOSIE LOPEZ, 786-2881 X 204
PHS FFA TRAVIS DEVORE & DENISE JELINIK, 509-786-1224
4H SHAWN SHULTZ, 509-781-1839
CITY OF PROSSER RECREATION 509-786-2332
PROSSER PIRANHAS SWIM TEAM ALICE PERKINS, 509-832-0716
YOUTH WRESTLING HOLLIE TUTTLE, 509-786-4360
MARKET STREET KIDS (PRESBYTERIAN) JACKIE MCNAIR, 509-786-1594
YOUNGLIFE (PHS) & WYLDLIFE (HMS) TRACY BOYLE, 509-781-0189
AWANA (PROSSER COMMUNITY CHURCH) STEVE, SHW1992@GMAIL.COM
PROSSER UNITED METHODIST YOUTH ALISON BRYAN, 509-786-1097
PROSSER CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE PASTOR JAMES, PROSSER-NAZ@HOTMAIL.COM
CUB SCOUTS AMELIA JENSEN, AMELIAANNAJENSEN@YAHOO.COM
BOY SCOUTS MIKE MEANS, MEANSM@TELEVAR.COM
LOWER VALLEY YOUTH SOCCER ANGELA KNIGHT, KNIGHTS-5@HOTMAIL.COM
PROSSER AAU BASKETBALL TONYA WAGNER, 509-832-8504
PROSSER YOUTH BASEBALL MELINDA WHITE, 509-781-1118
PROSSER CONSERVATORY OF THEATER KIMBERLY STARR, 509-832-2233